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Abstract 
This note gives several geometric one relations for arbitrary polyhedron with a regular de- 
composition. When the decomposition is simplicial or cubical, we obtain the geometric analogs 
of Dehn-Sommerville and angle-sum relations for simplicial and cubical complexes. 
1. In t roduct ion  
Let P be a d-dimensional simplicial polytope of the Euclidean space flU. For each 
i=  - 1,0 . . . . .  d -  1, let f / (P)  denote the number of /-faces of P. The empty set 0 
is considered as the unique face of P of dimension -1 .  It is well known that the 
Dehn-Sommerville equations 
d- I  
fi(P)=~-~(--1)d-'-J({ +1 ) j=i + 1 fJ(P)' i=  - 1 . . . . .  d -  1 (1) 
are the only (independent) linear relations on the )C-vectors ( fo,  f l  . . . . .  )ca-l) for con- 
vex simplicial polytopes [5,8]. These relations are naturally generalized to cone rela- 
tions in [4] for simplicial and cubical polytopes. The angle-sum relations of Perles and 
Shephard [5-7] 
d- I  
J}(P)- ~i(P)= Z (-1)d-I- i  (J + I I ~j(P), 
j=i i~- 1 
i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  d - 1 (2 )  
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follow easily from the numerical form of these cone relations by taking certain in- 
tegration and normalization [4], where 0~ i is the sum of angles extended over all 
/-dimensional faces, see below. 
The purpose of this note is to find the analogs of  these relations for simplicial and 
cubical complexes both in cone functions and angles. 
Throughout we denote by V a finite-dimensional vector space over the field ~ of 
real numbers. The dual space of V is denoted by V*. The indicator function of 
a subset E of  V is the characteristic function 1E on V, that is, le(x) = 1 for x E E and 
le(x) = 0 otherwise. By a polyhedron we mean a subset of  V which can be obtained by 
taking unions, intersections, and complements finitely many times of open half-spaces 
{x E V ] q~(x)<0}, where ~p is an affine linear function on V. The interior of a convex 
polyhedron in the affine subspace that the polyhedron spans is called a relatively open 
convex polyhedron. For a convex polyhedron Q, the relative interior and closure of  Q 
are denoted by riQ and clQ (or Q), respectively. We use ~ to denote the class of  all 
relatively open convex polyhedra. 
Let C be a convex cone of V with the apex at the origin. Its dual cone C* is the 
cone of V* defined by 
c* :={y~ v* ly(v)<~o, vv~c}. 
Let P be a relatively open convex polyhedron of V. A relatively open convex poly- 
hedron F is said to be a face of P if its closure P is a face of/5 in the ordinary sense, 
and this is denoted by F<~P or P>>,F. We shall consider the interior cone C(F,P) 
and exterior cone C*(F,P):= C(F,P)* of P near its face F, and the cone C(oo, P) 
of P near ~,  which are respectively defined by 
C(F,P):= {vE V[3qEF, pEP, t>O s.t. tv= p-q}, 
C(oo, P):={-vE VIBpEP s.t. p+tvcP, Vt>O}. 
Note that when F = P, (P ) :=  C(P,P) is a vector subspace of dimension dim P. The 
intrinsic interior cone CA(F,P) in [3] and the intrinsic exterior cone CV(F,P) of P 
near its face F are also considered and they are defined by 
CA(F,P) := (F) ± n C(F,P), 
CV(F, P) := C*(F, P) A (P). 
We denote the indicator functions of  the cones C(F,P), C*(F,P), CA(F,P), and 
ri[CV(F,P)] by T(F,P), K(F,P), A(F,P), and B(F,P), respectively. For infinity oo, 
we define 
T(oo, P) := ( -  1 )dimPl {o} - ( -1  )dimPlc(OO, P), 
K(c~,P)  :=  ( -1 )d imP ly*  -- ( 1 )dimP-dim~C(ac'P)l -ri[C(oo,P)]*, 
where dims C(oc,P) denotes the largest dimension of  the affine subspaces contained in 
C(cxz,P). These functions on V are the elements of  the Minkowski algebra S (V ,~)  
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which is the vector space generated by the indicator functions of member of ~, and 
the multiplication is the convolution induced by the vector addition of V, see [3]. 
There is a linear functional ~, called the Euler characteristic, on S(V,~) such that 
g( lp)  = ( -1  )dim P for each relatively open convex polyhedron P. There are three useful 
operators, reflection-, closure-, and dual* on S( V, ~) ,  defined by 
f - (x ) : :  f ( -x) ,  VxE V, 
f*(x) : - ; ( ( f - l{~,cvIx~,,)~0}),  VxE V*, 
where B(x, r) is the open ball of radius r centered at x. For a relatively open convex 
polyhedron P it is clear that ( 1p)- = 1 _p, where -P  = { -x  I x C P}, and Tp = ( -  l )dim P 
lp; while for a relatively open convex polyhedral cone C, ( l c )*  =(-- l )dimC1c *. The 
reflection and closure operators are involutions in the sense that they are idempotent, 
but the dual operator, when restricted from S(V,~)  to S(V*,cg), is invertible and its 
inverse is given by the same definition, where ~ denotes the class of relatively open 
convex cones with apex at the origin. 
Let X be a polyhedron of V. A regular decomposition of X is a collection ~ of 
disjoint relatively open convex polyhedra P such that X = Up~ and the collection 
~(X,.~)={GIG<~PE~ } is also disjoint. The set Y=Y(X ,~)  is called the face 
system of X with respect to the decomposition ~.  Note that X is closed if and only 
if ,~- (X ,~)= ~. In fact, W is a regular decomposition of the closure )~. For each 
face FC ,~(X ,~) ,  the cone C(F,X) of X near the face F is the disjoint union of 
C(F,~)={C(F,G)IF<~GE,@ }. C(F,X) is a closed cone if and only i f FE~.  The 
face system of C(F,@) is isomorphic to the face poset fi'={GE~IF<~G} of X 
near F. 
Let f be an incidence function with values in a commutative ring R with unit 1 ¢ 0, 
that is, f is a map from Y(X ,~)x  ,~(X,~) to R such that f(F,P)=O if F is not 
a face of P. We associate with f another incidence function f ,  defined by 
.fi'(F,P):=(-1) dirnP dimr f(F,P), VF~P. 
For each face F C ~(X ,~)  and i = 0, 1 . . . . .  d imX, we define 
f(F,X):= ~ f(F,G), 
F <~ Gc ~ 
J i (X)  : ~ f(F,X). 
F E,~, dim F - i  
For example, if f is the function T, then T(F,X) is the indicator function of the 
tangent cone of X near F, and Ti(X) is the sum of the indicator functions of tangent 
cones of X near all its /-dimensional faces. 
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2. Cone relations 
Let X be a polyhedron with face system ~(X,9) .  The generalized Gram-Sommer- 
ville theorem [1, Theorem 3.1] states that 
( - -1)dimFT(F,X)  4- T(oc,X) = z(X)I  {o} (3) 
FC.~- 
and the generalized Gauss-Bonnet theorem [1, Theorem 4.2] states that 
K'(F,X) + K(oe, X) = ~((X) 1 v*. (4) 
FE.~ 
These two theorems will be useful in deriving our cone relations in this section. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a polyhedron with a regular decomposition 9. Then for any 
fixed F E J~(X, 9), 
(-1)dimaT( G,X) = f'(-F, -X )= T-(F,X). (5) 
Proof. For each pair (G, P) of relatively open faces such that F ~< G ~< P C 9,  it is clear 
that C(G,P) = C(C(F, G), C(F,P)). Then C(G,X) = C(C(F, G), C(F,X)). So the left 
side of (5) can be written as 
(-- 1 )dim C(F,G)T(C(F, G), C (F ,X)  ). 
C(F,F) <~ C(F, G) E C(F,.~ )
With the generalized Gram-Sommerville formula (3) for the cone C(F,X) and the 
definition of the cone near ~,  the left-hand side of (5) is then equal to 
z( C(F,X) )I{o} - ~ T(~, C(F,P) ). 
C(F,F)<~ C(F,P) C C(F,~) 
Note that C(F, o~) is in one-to-one correspondence to ,~ and dim C(F, G) = dim G for 
every G E F. Hence, the left-hand side can be written as 
g(F)l{o} - ~ [ ( - - l )  d imP - -  (--1)dimP1c(ecz, C(F,P))]. 
F<~PCC~ 
Since C(F,P) are convex cones, then C(oo, C(F,P))= -cl[C(F,P)]. So the left side 
of (5) becomes 
(--1)dimPl_cl[c(F,p)] = ~ T( -F , -P )  = "r(-F,-F). [] 
F<~PE~ F<~PE~ 
If the decomposition 9 is simplicial, that is, each cell of ~ is a relatively open 
simplex, we extend the sum of both sides of (5) over all /-dimensional faces of X. 
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(j+l Note that each j-face has exact \i+j J /-faces. Then 
Z (--1)dimGT(G'X)= Z (--l)dimG Z T(G,X) 
F~GE ~ GE ;z F6( ;  
dim F=t dim G ~s dim F=¢ 
dim X 
---- Z ( - I ) J  (~ + 1) ~(X). 
j=i ÷ 1 
Thus, we have obtained the geometric one relations for an arbitrary polyhedron with 
a regular simplicial decomposition. 
Corollary 2. Let X be a polyhedron with a regular simplicial decomposition 9, then 
for each i = 0, 1 .. . . .  dim X, 
dim X 
j=i i+  1 
(6) 
If the decomposition ~ is cubical, that is, each cell of ~ is a relatively open convex 
polytope isomorphic to a standard relatively open cube. Then each j-face has exact 
(~) 2 j-i /-faces. Thus, 
Z (-1)dimGT(G'X)= Z (--1)dimG Z T (G,X)  
dim F=t dim (; ~>/ dim ~t=l 
dim X 
J=i 
Corollary 3. I f  X is a polyhedron with a regular cubical decomposition ~., then Jor 




Let the closure operator act on (5) and note that the closure operator is an involution. 
We then have 
(--1)dimGT~(G,X) = T( -F , -X )  = T - (F ,X) .  (8) 
F <~GE,~ 
With the generalized Gauss-Bonnet formula (4) there are dual versions of (5) and 
(8). These formulas can be obtained by applying the dual operator * to both sides of 
(5). It is easy to see that (lc)* =(- -1 )d imC1c  * and  (16)* = (--l)dim~Cl_ri(C *) for any 
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relatively open convex polyhedral cone C. Then 
[T(F, P)]* = ( -  1 )dim C(F,P) Ic.(F,p) 
= ( -  1 )dim FK'(F, P), 
[T(F, P)]* = [ ( -  1 )dim P lcl[C(F,p)]]* 
= ( -  1 )dim P+dim., C(F,P) l_ri[C*(F.P)l 
= ( -  1 )dim V--dim Fl~t- (F, P). 
Thus, we have the following identity for exterior cone functions: 
K'(G,X) = ( - -1 )  dim V-dimFl~t(F,X). (9) 
When we apply the closure operator on both sides of (9) we have 
I~'(G,X) = ( - -1 )  dim V-dimFXt(F,X). (10)  
If we take the sum again on both sides of (8)-(10) over all /-dimensional faces of X, 
we obtain the geometric relations with the closed tangent cone, exterior cone, and 
closed exterior cone functions. 
Corollary 4. Let X be a polyhedron with a regular decomposition ~. For each i = 
0, 1,..., dimX, if ~ is simpIicial, then 
dimX ( j+ l )  
Ti- (X)= Z ( -1) J  Tj (X), 
j=i i+  1 
dim X 
K'(X)=(-1)dimV-i E (J-{-1) . i+1  
j=l 
dim X 
K~(X)=(-1)dimV-i E ( J+ l )  i '  
J=l 
and if ~ is cubical, then 
dim X 
T i - (X ) - - -Z ( -1 ) J (~)2 J - 'T j (X ) ,  
J=i 
dim X 
K,(X)=(-1)dimV-i ~ (~)2J-iKj(X), 
J=l 
dim X 
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Remark 5. Whenever X is a manifold without boundary and evaluate both sides of 
(11) and (14), we obtain the Dehn-Sommerville equations for simplicial and cubical 
complexes whose geometric realization is a manifold without boundary. 
3. Angle-sum relations 
We now consider numerical angles of these tangent cones of X. Let C be a k- 
dimensional relatively open convex cone of V with apex at the origin. The angle ~(C) 
of C is defined as the normalized k-dimensional Lebesgue measure of C in the unit 
ball of (C), namely, 
~(C) := volk(C • B(o, 1))/volk(B(o, 1)), 
where volk is the Lebesgue measure on the k-dimensional subspace (C) and B(o, 1) is 
the unit ball centered at the origin o. For each relatively open convex polyhedron pair 
F<~P, we denote the angles of the cones C(F,P) and C*(F,P) by ~(F,P) and [~(F,P), 
respectively. Note that the angle of CA(F,P) is ot(F,P) and the angle of CV(F,P) is 
fl(F,P). 
For a fixed relatively open convex polyhedron P ~ ~ and a fixed face F ~< P, as a 
special case of a single P, Eq. (8) states that 
(--1)dim a'/~(G,P)= T-(F,P). 
F<~G<~P 
Integrate both sides of the equation above, we then have 
~'(G, P) = ~(F, P). 
F<~G<~P 
For each F • ~(X,  ~),  if the tangent angle functions of X near F are defined as 
~(F,X):= ~ ~(F,P), 
F<~PE~ 
a ' (F ,X) := ~ ~'(F,P), 
F~PG~ 
we then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let X be a polyhedron with a re qular decomposition ~. For each Jixed 
face F E .~(X, ~), 
~'(G,X) = ~(F,X). (17) 
F <~ GE.Y r 
Let the face F in (17) be extended over all /-dimensional faces of X. We then have 
the corollary. 
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Coro l lary  7. Let X be a polyhedron with decomposition ~, For each i= O, 1 .. . . .  




and if ~ is cubical, then 
O~i(x) = d~X (~ ) 2 j-i^'t zv" , j~a ). (19) 
j=t 
Remark  8, Formulas for /~ similar to (17) - (19)  are not found yet. Probably such 
formulas do not exist for /~ on arbitrary polyhedra. 
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